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When it comes to MB&F’s Horological Machines, 
it is not uncommon to find yourself muttering the 
words “didn’t see that one coming”. Its enigmatic 
leader, Maximilian Büsser, has established a 
brand that is arguably horology’s version of 
Steve Jobs’ Apple. Loyalists have come to expect 
designs and concepts that are ballsy and cool 
without compromising on the standards of fine 
watchmaking.

To whet the appetites of followers before the 
global launch of the HM5 at the last quarter of the 
year, Büsser believed it was due time to revisit his 
Performance Art series that has proven to be a big 
hit since introducing it in 2009. For the uninitiated, 
this line is MB&F’s initiative in marrying two 
schools of thought through a wristwatch, a unique 
and limited edition run of modified Horological 
Machines to be more exact. Previous collaborators 
include American artist Sage Vaughn, French 
watch designer Alain Silberstein, French jeweller 
Boucheron, and Chinese artist Haung Hankang.

This year, Finnish watchmaker Stepan Sarpaneva 
joins the ranks of daring innovators and artists to 
put their spin on one of Büsser’s babies. Sarpaneva 

Dipper). Sarpaneva even detailed the stars on the 
peripheral rotor, allowing its wearer to witness the 
constellation of stars in action.

Meanwhile, the Frog’s sapphire crystal domed 
‘eyes’ that report the hour and minutes have 
undergone a slight revision too. The aluminium 
domes beneath the sapphire crystals have been 
rotated to convey the time to its wearer in a 
perpendicular fashion – for easier time-telling – 
rather than the original’s parallel indicators. This 
means a new gear train had to be constructed on the 
modified Girard-Perregaux movement because the 
hour dome of the HM3 makes a 24-hour revolution 
rather than the 12-hour revolution of the Frog.

A collector’s piece, the Moonmachine is available 
in three limited editions with a run of 18 pieces 
each (titanium, black titanium or red gold). We’re 
not confident these would remain on the shelves for 
long. After all, we’re sure many didn’t see this one 
coming.

www.mbandf.com

has the honour to be the first watchmaker 
collaborator to work on a Performance Art 
piece and also the first to courageously add a 
complication to it. He is known in the indie 
circuit for representations of northern stars and 
constellations, a crenelated-shaped Korona case, 
and a distinct moon face (the rewording is for 
obvious reasons) complication, which are actually 
based on his own facial expression – a depiction 
similar to that of the Moonface character in Enid 
Blyton’s novels.

Given the reptile-inspired HM3 Frog to play with, 
the ambitious Sarpaneva incorporated all three of 
his signature elements, beautifully blending them 
in a way that even owners of the 2010 original 
would find it appealing enough to make a second 
investment. Coined the HM3 Moonmachine, the 
most evident addition is the two gorgeous hand-
finished white or red gold moon faces indicating 
the phases of the lunar cycle via the Korona-shaped 
aperture. They contrast wonderfully with the blue 
backdrop of laser-pierced stars – they are mapped 
out in their exact formation in the sky, featuring the 
seven brightest stars in Ursa Major (Big Dipper) 
and the seven brightest in Ursa Minor (Little 
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TO THE 
MOON 

& 
BACK

For the latest MB&F Performance Art piece, founder 
Maximilian Büsser got Finnish watchmaker Stepan 

Sarpaneva to lend his moon face to the HM3 Frog. The 
result: it has arguably more character than the original.

TEXT : Kee
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MAXIMILIAN BÜSSER: Stepan, you could 
probably be dubbed “watchmaking’s best-kept 
secret”. How do you feel about that?
 
STEPAN SARPANEVA: On one hand, it’s 
nice and I guess it imbues my creations with an 
enigmatic quality, which owners of my timepieces 
will probably enjoy. However, it’s important to 
keep developing, to keep growing and that can 
only happen by becoming less of a secret and by 
becoming more well-known.
 
MB: Moonmachine originated when we were 
chatting at last year’s BaselWorld, and you said: 
“Max, you need a moon…”. What were you 
thinking?
 
SS: I knew that the MB&F HM2 had a moonphase 
indication. But my idea was to really put the 
‘MOON’ into ‘moonphase’ by incorporating my 
moon face motif. After all, the moon has been 
depicted anthropomorphically – with a human face 
– in stories for hundreds of years. And my moon 
face is quite a striking design that manages to look 
different depending on the angle or the light. So my 
moon face and an MB&F performance art piece 
seemed to me the perfect combination.
 
MB: One word (or two) to sum up the HM3 
Moonmachine?
 
SS: Science-fiction fairytale!      
 
MB: Wow, not bad! One thing that 
particularly impressed me as we developed 

MB: What would you say epitomises Finland 
and the Finns?
 
SS: It’s difficult to say. You really need to visit our 
country and find out for yourself. Of course, it’s 
probably best to go in the summer when there is 
less snow and more light!     
 
MB: Apart from watchmaking, what makes you 
tick?
 
SS: Bikes. Cars. Everything that makes noise and 
smells of oil!     
 
MB: In fact, you are in the process of doing up a 
vintage Chevrolet pick-up, aren’t you?
 
SS: This has been an old dream of mine that I 
am now able to realise. This Chevrolet is now a 
good reflection of me, my personality, rather than 
resembling any modern car. I have fitted a new, 
lowered suspension, new steering, new brakes, new 
engine and a new gearbox. And it will run with 
biofuel (hopefully).
 
MB: And now that we have finished 
Moonmachine and the reactions have been 
extremely positive, how does it feel?
 
SS: I still cannot believe it. Luckily, Max, you were 
brave enough – or crazy enough – to jump into the 
unknown. Now my moon is shining brighter than 
ever!

the Moonmachine was your attention to detail 
and articulacy when it comes to design. Do you 
think that has anything to do with your father 
or uncle, who were world-renowned artists and 
designers?
 
SS: That’s a difficult one. My father became 
famous in the late 1960s. He died in 1978 when I 
was eight years old. I never really liked his designs 
when I was younger, but nowadays I see some 
similarities between my designs and my father’s, 
which is a bit scary! But my father and my Uncle 
Timo did not design watches, so I am on my own 
in this field. Before my father and uncle, there were 
blacksmiths in my family, so maybe that is where I 
inherited the need to work with my hands.
 
MB: You first came to Geneva in 1994. After 
10 years of working with some of the greatest 
watchmakers in Switzerland, you left to return 
to Helsinki. Why?
 
SS: My plan was to stay in Switzerland for a 
year and then move back to Finland. In the end, I 
stayed for 10 years – the more things I learned and 
absorbed about watchmaking, the more difficult it 
was to leave. But life in central Europe is different 
than in Finland and for me it was always clear that 
I would return home one day.
 
MB: Would you ever consider moving back to 
Switzerland?
 
SS: Never say never.
 

The HM3 Moonmachine, co-created by Finnish watchmaker 
Stepan Sarpaneva, is the first of the MB&F Performance 
Art pieces in collaboration with another watchmaker – 
and the first to endow a Horological Machine with a new 
complication. To create the Moonmachine, Sarpaneva made 
slight reconfigurations to the HM3 Frog and added a moon-
phase indicator complication – using his iconic moon face 

design – set in a scintillating firmament of northern stars.

“It’s important to keep developing, to keep growing and 
that can only happen by becoming less of a secret and by 

becoming more well-known.”
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In an exclusive for MANIFESTO, 
MB&F founder Maximilian Büsser 
sits down with watchmaker Stepan 
Sarpaneva to find out what makes 

the mysterious Finn tick.

Maximilian Büsser Stepan Sarpaneva

The HM3 Moonmachine was forged from the creative collision of two worlds: MB&F’s HM3 Frog and independent watchmaker Stepan Sarpaneva
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